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ometimes the truth is only one thought away, but our
impatience may blind us from that wisdom Any
addiction may have fatal consequences, and the majority
of addicts will have full awareness of this, but why then do
they continue with their destructive behaviour?
This project aims to answer that question. EQWIPT
(Encouraging Qualities Within Individuals towards Positive
Thinking) is a multi-purpose non-profit project, serving the
Swindon community, its all about Honesty and we aim to be a
constant reminder in harm reduction. We will research past
and present forms of destructive behaviour and will use all
means possible to encourage harm reduction.
When funding permits, we aim to provide:
Ÿ Mentoring Service that will help people increase their
confidence in overcoming obstacles and achieving their
goals.
Ÿ Train and mentor creative expression and in doing so
provide and promote a collection of educational
materials concerning harm reduction within all
addictions.
Ÿ Advance crime prevention and victim empathy.
Ÿ Challenge all forms of destructive behaviour and
encourage constructive behaviour.
We want to encourage people to do the right thing, that’s a real
challenge as it’s far too easy to do the wrong thing, and maybe
you have already heard or viewed that as a society, we do
seem attracted to the fastest solution to our problems without
considering the long term negative consequences.
I am lucky as I have known a multitude of diverse individuals,
and what I have noticed is, “if a person is unhappy, they hurt
themselves or others in some way” that’s a coping method not
a solution, but again it is only what most of us are prone to do,
which is reaching out for the easy option. To me it’s just about
accepting what you are doing that’s making you unhappy and
adapting your behaviour to something that does make you
happy. All addictions provide short term relief but if you
really want to help yourself aim for the long term solution.
Because the quick fix is easily broken.
Encouragement in its many forms will assist an individual to
find their unique solution, communication makes an impact
sooner or later the message will surface
So this is why we bring you the EQWIPT Muse aimed at
encouraging creative harm reduction.
So by helping individuals with destructive behaviour we are
helping our community, and if you help us, you are helping
yourself, and I am a great believer in self-help.
I may have been putting this project together for the last year,
but this year is when we really launch, there are only limited
funds at this time. We will be offering advertising spaces to
other agencies and businesses to support the work we deliver
and also offer products we produce under the brand name
“Extreme Empathy Works” so get in touch if you’re interested,
help us to help you.

Sue OzO Editor and Founder
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To Sue OzO
C/O Inclusion Drug Services
162 Victoria Road
Swindon
SN1 3BU
We take no responsibility for anything you may
misinterpret or act on.
We encourage freedom of speech within our service and
therefore accept at times differing opinions may cause
offence, that is not our intention but a high probability.
By encouraging people to reduce the harm they
inflict on themselves and others we are not
endorsing their current behaviour we are only
trying to reduce the adverse affects.
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Selling Sex, has to one of the oldest professions but it still stays outside the realms of morality. What possibilities
are there for harm reduction here? It may be safer to legalise, tax and monitor specially facilitated establishments,
Ensuring safer practises and health codes were adhered to, and with a diligent interviewing process to ensure the
sex worker is entering this type of work on a balanced level and with free will, and not by any means forced into
such practises. In turn this might free more resources and capital for policing on sex crimes etc. This may never
occur as it too risky and challenging and if it was managed incorrectly it would mean financial consequences for
those responsible, such a venture would have a high probability of any number of problems, risk of law suites galore. Responsibility may come at a high price, and sadly, theses feared costs, prevent growth and breed ignorance.
So what can be done? Maybe you like to let us know? Email info@acceptadapt.com
This page will be a regular feature for street workers to share their experience and hopefully warn others of
possible dangers and how best to avoid harm. Plus the good stuff you need to think about how to stay healthy if
you are a sex worker. Prevention is the way to go.

Life Support
I
first started using drugs at 17 things were not
going too well for me.

I’d been raped, lost my flat,, and social services had
taken my children into care. It broke my heart, I
didn’t feel like ‘me’ anymore and I reached out to
crack and heroin to numb the pain.

My habit worsened and I began stealing to feed it.
And as my criminal record grew I desperately tried
to think of other ways to make money.
I woke up after a sleepless night tossing and
turning needing a bag, it was then I bumped into
my old friend in town who was in a similar position
so I had an idea. Because on my way into town I
got talking to local businessman and he offered
me money for sex, at first I was disgusted but as
my stomach churned and my legs ached, the idea
became more bearable, so me and my friend
walked down to his business and knocked the back
door.. We agreed a price (which wasn’t much) and
I just had sex with him. Afterwards I was surprised
how normal I felt, 1 always imagined feeling sordid
and disturbed, but after me and my friend

scored and then the drugs were gone and I forgot
all about it really.
After I did it once I saw it as such easy money,
and if I used a condom what harm could it do?
My friend became my ‘minder’ in a way and
before I knew it I was standing on street corners
every night. Eventually it tired me out so I went
back to shoplifting for a while.
A few months later I started going out with a guy
after being with him for a week he said he loved
me, so I moved in with him.
We would shoplift all day, and I was smoking
more crack than ever, but it soon became difficult
to fund our £100 a day habit, so after a while I
worked the streets more than ever.
Every night he would come with me and introduce
me to punters, and look out for me etc.
But after a couple of months our relationship
revolved around the routine of earning money,
buying drugs, smoking drugs, getting wired and
arguing all night. So after 3 months we split up.
I worked a couple of times after, but I used
breaking up with my ex-partner as a new start and
I have not been on ‘the beat’ since. I still have
weird dreams about it and even though it did not
affect me at the time, there are times when
I cannot believe I let myself sink so low.
Now I have to live with that.

Sexual Health Clinic Serving Swindon
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The Sexual Health Department is on Level 4 at the Great Western Hospital, Swindon.
Telephone 01793 60 40 38 for an appointment.
Staff are friendly and non-judgmental. Advice and treatment is free and confidential.
What services do we provide?
Information and advice about sexual health including safer sex
Tests and treatment for Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs)
HIV testing, treatment and care
Emergency contraception up to 72 hours after the event
Free condoms

A walk-in YOUth Clinic for young people aged 19 yrs and under, where we provide a
range of sexual health and contraceptive services. This is held at Swindon Health Centre, Carfax Street.,
Monday 3.00 – 5.00pm
Tuesdays 4.30 – 6.30pm
Wednesday 3.00 – 5.00pm
How do I make an appointment?
Telephone 01793 60 40 38 for an appointment at The Great Western Hospital, or, if you are
under 19 years of age, you have the option of attending the walk-in YOUth Clinic at Carfax
Street (times as above)
What happens when I attend the clinic?
We routinely test for a range of infections. Sometimes infections can be present without
causing any symptoms and, if left untreated, may cause serious health problems and be
passed to a sexual partner.

For Men
It is important that men do not pass urine for 3 hours before their appointment..
We do a test for chlamydia, which involves giving a urine sample. We also test for gonorrhoea by taking a swab. These infections are easily treated with antibiotics.
NSU (Non-Specific Urethritis) is also checked for. This is an inflammation of the urethra,
the tube through which urine passes. Several types of infection can cause this.
A testicular examination may also be performed to check for any abnormalities.

For Women
We test for chlamydia and gonorrhoea, which involves taking some swabs. The screen also
checks for: TV (trichomoniasis) – an infection that is sexually transmitted and may cause a
discharge. We can also check for thrush, a commonly found yeast infection, and bacterial
vaginosis (BV), a very common vaginal condition that occurs when bacteria that normally
exist in the vagina multiply.
A pelvic examination may also be performed to check the uterus (womb), tubes and ovaries
for signs of pelvic inflammatory disease (PID).
We also check everyone’s skin for signs of any problems such as warts or herpes.
We also encourage everyone to have a blood test, so we can test for:
HIV – an infection
less common than many of the other infections. HIV can be found in people who feel fit and
well because it can take years before symptoms develop
Syphilis – an uncommon but treatable infection.
Sometimes we include tests for hepatitis B or C, as these can be transmitted sexually or
via contact with contaminated needles.

HEROIN
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There is always a massive risk of an overdose with Heroin, after a stay at her Majesties pleasure
or after time in a Rehab, due to your tolerance level being low. Heroin is often cut with other
substances or additives which puts the user at an elevated risk of an overdose. Also mixing
heroin with other drugs and alcohol/ methadone increases the risks of overdose.
Some of the other risks include
HIV/AIDS and hepatitis B/C from sharing
needles
Burnt out’ veins (Ulcers) from continual
injecting
Risk of blood poisoning, abscesses and
infections
Risk of overdose from combining heroin with
cocaine (speedball)
Damaged to lungs and heart (from smoking
or snorting heroin)
Risk of crime and serving time
Prostitution
Begging,
Burglary,
Shop-lifting,
Street crime, such as mugging or bag snatching,
Loss of home
Loss of family
Loss of friends
Loss of self-respect
There is also a risk that the user will choke on their own vomit if they are sick while
unconscious.
Severe constipation.
Tolrence builds and builds and more and more heroin is needed, the need for more becomes
obsessive and nothing else matters, users loose years all to Heroin, doing earners to buy it,
finding it, buying it, then a little time spent taking it and just a little sleep and the day starts over
again and again.
All to aviod cold turkey, which gets it name from
the goose bumps on the skin, much like a plucked
Turkey, sweating, shaking, chills, vomiting,
diaerrhoea, muscle spasms, insomnia, runny nose
abdominal cramping. Heroin withdrawal can be
too uncomfortable to bear but not life threatening,
they start within 12 hours of last heroin usage and
within 30 hours of last methadone exposure.
Most heroin that is bought on the street is only 10–
60% pure.
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The most common told lies

·

I thought I already gave you that money I owed you.
I promise I'll pay you back next Friday.
I've never been this drunk before.
I'll never get this drunk again.
Now we're even.
I'm fine.
It was as simple as that.
It's all your fault!
I love you
You don't need to use a condom; I'm on the Pill.
I don't need to use a condom; I've had a vasectomy and tested negative for STDs.
You look like you haven't aged a day.
No, I don't think that outfit makes you look fat.
You're going to love working here.
I don't know what you're talking about.
I'll only take a minute of your time.
!!Make Money Fast!!
Lose all the weight you want!
I'm being totally unbiased.
I promise I'll pull out in time.
With all due respect...
For your convenience...
In order to serve you better...
I'll call you.
I never meant to mislead you.
This will only hurt a little.
This will hurt me more than it does you.
I'm doing this for your own good.
It's only for a little while...
I didn't mean any harm.
Oh well, no harm done...
It was an accident.
I didn't do it.
I don't know who did it.
No obligation!
I know it's none of my business...
I'm not trying to tell you what to do, but...
This should be easy.
It's nothing personal.
I'm not addicted; I can quit smoking any time I want.
New and Improved!
Trust me.
That was special.

79
M

y name is Andy, I will give you
an introduction of myself, my
experience of what life was like
for me when I was involved in active
addiction and alcoholism and my life now
as a result of the action I took. I am 39
years of age I started drinking at the age of
13 primarily because the friends I was
associating with of similar age who I grew
up with were doing the same. It was what I
decided to do to fit in with them and
become a part of; when I left school at 16,
I left with one qualification a CSE in
English.
I consider myself to be a low achiever,
mainly because of my inability to listen to
others for long or sustained periods of time
especially my parents or teachers and I
would constantly be doing whatever it took
to stand out, act out, try and draw a crowd
and avoid giving any attention to them so as
to give the distinct impression that I didn’t
care what they had, or were trying to tell me
and whatever it was I didn’t come because I
thought I knew everything I needed to know
to get me by and felt they couldn’t teach me
anything any how! At the point of entering
the big wide world of adulthood and
independence I considered that what I knew
was enough to get me by in life and any
chance I had already been given to take
advice and instruction had passed me by any
how, so I’ll just have to learn to adapt to this
new experience I was having.
To be perfectly honest I had little regard for
the journey that I was on or the dark,
desperate lonely places it was to take me .
I grew up and associated myself with the
sights, sounds, and hum drum life and
working environment as a school learner in
Preston, Lancaster. As a growing lad I
involved myself with a group of the devil
may come sort of people not too dissimilar
to me and this suited me as I had a common
bond, as I realised they were as
unconcerned with the seriousness of life as
was I.

Please continue over the next page
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I

progressed from pot and drinking, solvents etc...
to more experienced drugs, hallucinogens,
stimulants and partying as and when I could at
In short as a result from the Services in Swindon
weekends to fit in where I’d failed to throughout the which gave me help and support and their faith in me.
weekdays when drifting in and out of employment
agency work and what I’d deemed dead end job.
Today I have my own accommodation, I am involved
As I got into my mid twenties I find my situation
with voluntary work, pay bills, have straightened out
becoming increasingly more desperate and had
and live a happy and full productive lifestyle with 3
basically accepted that rather than try and better
years sobriety as a direct result.
myself from my situation drugs and drink was an
easier softer way out and besides it wasn’t causing
me too much bother anyway, that was more to do
with everybody else.

Accepting Adapting

A

lready at this point I was seeking to escape
from the trust and reality, so I turned to other
methods when at 25 I embarked upon an
opiate induced lifestyle, experiencing some
colourful places and situations which involved being
in and out of prison on more than several occasions
losing accommodation, tenancies, selling the big
issue, being a street beggar and doing my
geographical, just to sample the full effect of this life
and find out what it all involved and what it was
about.
I am not naïve enough to believe that life was completely bad during this twenty odd year period, on the
contrary, drink and more fundamentally ‘drugs’ gave
me the sense of ease and comfort that I had been
seeking and when I found ‘hard’ drugs they fitted the
bill completely, I had great fun and times, ups,
downs, life’s scrapes and little battles, mishaps, great
laughs and a series of fortunate and misfortunate
events, eventually however I reached and ground to a
shuddering slow halt and found my situation to be a
complete full circle of disastrous and unmanageable
circumstances.
I had been incarcerated throughout this drug induced
lifestyle a dozen or so times, I had lost my dignity, I
had no self-respect, no accommodation, I had lost my
family, had no friends I could say I could truly rely
on to help me in my desperately awful situation and
besides it wasn’t like I deserved it anyway.

Eventually I managed to try through drug services to
get on yet another script, seek a reduction
programme and help with added support and
guidance and eventually got into a treatment centre, I
managed after several failed attempt’s to find a ‘way
out’ to embark upon a sincere desire within myself to
‘get well’ and somebody saw this willingness in me
and helped me to get understanding about myself.

UK National Drugs helpline:
0800 77 66 00

Help and advice is also available in the following languages:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

Bengali 0800 371142 6pm-10pm
Tuesdays
Cantonese 0800 371137 6pm-10pm
Mondays
Gujarati 0800 371144 6pm-10pm
Wednesdays
Hindi 0800 371146 6pm-10pm
Wednesdays
Italian 0800 371138 6pm-10pm
Mondays
Portuguese 0800 371139 6pm-10pm
Thursdays
Punjabi 0800 371143 6pm-10pm
Wednesdays
Spanish 0800 371140 6pm-10pm
Mondays
Urdu 0800 371145 6pm-10pm
Wednesdays
Welsh 0800 371141 10am-2am Daily

National Drugs help line|
Tel: 0800 776 600
National Drink line
Tel: 0800 917 8282
NHS Direct|
Tel: 0845 46 47
Sexual Health help line
Tel: 0800 137 437
Domestic Violence - First Step Centre
Tel: 0800 281 281
National Missing Persons help line|
Tel: 0500 700 700
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How to avoid being a Target By John Young
People could be targeted at bus stops in shops, train stations on buses & trains, even if you are
sat down in a restaurant, café or McDonalds.
What do they look for?
∙ Bags undone
∙ People get observed for the cash and jewellery you wear
∙ Where your wallet or purse is.
∙ Someone asleep on a train or a bus.
∙ Sitting to eat or drink.
A well known method is acting drunk, this makes you off your guard, you more worried
about ridding yourself of this person rather than being on guard for having your purse
nicked.
What they look for?
∙
∙
∙

Vulnerable
Plenty of money
Easy access i.e. Open bag, baggy pockets, trousers not keeping bags in sight, sleeping
(some are bold enough to steal from you when you sleep. by undoing your watch or
bracelet)

Methods
∙
∙
∙

Distraction (maybe using 1 or more people) maybe talking to you bumping into you,
showing something to you like a map.
Using newspaper / magazine to obstruct view / cover them.
Snatching / pickpocket / cutting pocket.

My Advice
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Don’t take money you don’t need (only essential)
No pin number left with cards
Strap on bag over head and shoulder
Put wallet in pocket that is secure, zip buttoned where you can feel it.
If you fall asleep on a train often, think about taking off watches, necklaces and bracelets.
Things that happen on a daily basis, so don’t take unnecessary risks

A man could approach you for example in a shop and say excuse to me, “I can’t read this tin”
and ask has it got a certain ingredient in it, explaining he is allergic to them, while you may help
him there could be a accomplice behind, using a newspaper to cover himself while undoing
your bag to take your purse, it could be money he finds in your purse or cards and if you
haven’t noticed your purse has been grabbed he or she will be using your credit cards and if
you haven’t taking heed of what I am telling you could be withdrawing money from your bank
because he has pin number.
So if you are approached like that pull your bag round to the front or side and place your
hand over it. Take a look around and see if there is anybody acting suspicious it doesn’t take 2
seconds considering what you can lose, its worth the time investment. That was one example
of just how easy you could become a target.
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By John Young

H

undreds of items are stolen from cars everyday, these are some of ways
of keeping your car and items safe.

Thieves take Satellite Navigation System’s and stereo fronts out on car when left
no matter where you park.
Remember it only takes 30 seconds.
Thief’s will target cradles left on, even without Satellite Navigation System’s on so
take cradle off and put it in the boot.
Wipe sticker marks off as they will see the sticker marks and believe it under seat
or in the glove box.
Always replace your wire prom cigarette lighter or they will think Satellite
Navigation System’s are in use and in your car somewhere
Safest solution
Any equipment that you may chance to leave in your car, Satellite Navigation
System’s equipment, stereo, laptops, and the most targeted items handbags.
Put all in boot and leave nothing in view,
Leave glove box open and compartment between both seats and wipe any marks
off windows.
Remove leads and secure vehicle this will reduce risk.
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Cocaine

What is cocaine?

Cocaine powder is made from coca shrub. Cocaine itself begins inside a shrub (erythroxylum coca) and
grows in Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru. Indians there chew its leaves for the mild lift it provides, It's not a
problem for them; they've co-existed with coca for thousands of years,. Only after processing is when the
harmful
Concentrated drug emerges: cocaine hydrochloride.

What is crack?
Crack sometimes referred to as rock or stone is derived from cocaine hydrochloride. It's also white in the
form of crystals or little rocks that are smoked. When smoked, it cracks, thus the name. Although Crack is
addictive and has many risks attached to it, many users refuse to acknowledge these risks or the addictive
nature of Crack.
“Ignorance is bliss it seems”
There is an intense high with crack, but what goes up must come down and the short term high is replaced
by an intense low. The quick fix that most will seek to avoid the crack crash is more crack, only stopping
when they run out of crack or cash and most unfortunately if they run out of life. Cocaine in all its forms
burns out the brain and body, and has been linked to heart failure in users, it will damage the brain, the
lungs, stop the respiratory system. When the heart has to work so much harder, it has to beat faster, and
may lose its natural rhythm. The term for this is fibrillation, and may stop the flow of blood through the
body.

Y

T

he crash makes people feel sick, tired and
depressed. Heavy crack users may take
ou can overdose with crack, due to the speed it
heroin to try to dull the cravings, which
is absorbed at high levels. Without treatment, an over- can increase the risks.
dose can bring on convulsions, coma, stroke, and
Crack links heavily to crime as users need more
detrimental mental disorders and death. Chronic use
funds. Large or frequent use of crack can reduce
can trigger a full-blown psychosis like paranoid
sexual desire.
schizophrenia.
If there have been previous mental health problems
crack could bring those problems to the surface
Users often suffer from pain in the lungs and throat
again. If a close relative has had mental health
after use and feel congested & exhausted; it also deproblems there might also be an increased risk in
pletes levels of dopamine. Nerve cells, known as
some users.
neurons, send messages to each other by releasing
Injecting crack carries all the same health risks as
special chemicals called neurotransmitters.
injecting any substance: abscesses, swelling, blood
Neurotransmitters work by attaching to key sites on
clots, vein damage, ulcers and gangrene – also,
neurons called receptors.
sharing injecting equipment increases the risk of
One of these neurotransmitters affected by cocaine is
HIV and Hepatitis.
called dopamine. Dopamine is released by neurons in
Risk of overdosing
the limbic system -- the part of the brain that controls
increases if crack is
feelings of pleasure, motivation attention and mood.
mixed with heroin,
Cocaine blocks the pump, called the dopamine
barbiturates or alcohol.
transporter. Dopamine then builds up in the gap
This is a particularly
synapse between neurons.
dangerous practice.
Basically the dopamine keeps affecting a nerve cell
after it should have stopped naturally. Cocaine makes
John Belushi died from
someone feel extreme pleasure for a short term but
such an injection
over time will damage the ability to feel pleasure.

About EQWIPT
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How to get involved?
Group name EQWIPT
Encouraging Qualities Within Individuals towards Positive
Thinking
Project work created; newsletters, presentations, posters, web site,
all branded ‘Extreme Empathy Works’ to expand knowledge on
difficulties of maintaining recovery within the community and discuss
and promote solutions, and bring attention to unmet needs.
Operates outside of normal hours.
All participants are referred to as partners.
Partners are offered learning opportunities that are supportive and
produce harm reduction materials.
Partners discover a new sense of self-worth & pride by giving
something back to their community.
Increased peer support and being part of a positive support network ensures improved confidence/selfesteem.
Sharing out responsible duties that facilitate change without placing pressure or unrealistic demands.
Outlining pitfalls, offering strategies in avoiding returning to old habits
If you are interested in the following:
IT knowledge
Dealing with people
Telephoning people
Interviewing
Getting on with people
Using a computer
Writing letters etc.
Photoshop
Life skills
Photography
Becoming an EQWIPT Partner and share your Life experience and make an impact within your
community towards positive change
Get involved, request an application form. Info@acceptadapt.com
Volunteering you time as a partner in;
1. Discussion work groups
2. Muse input
3. Web design
4. Designing Posters
5. Designing Power Point Presentations
6. Publicity
7. Fund raising
Some training available on limited basis at this time.

Gauging out 16
O

ne of the most
common and under estimated
dangers to users is the regular
household radiator which
cause serious third degree
burns and scarring for life.
Opposite a recent burn by a
radiator.

This page is obviously
dedicated to safer gauging
out.
Send in your story of the
dangers of gouging out.
info@accaptadapt,com

Ÿ Some obvious incidents with gouging are being
robbed and even raped.
Ÿ One girl was in a squatting position after cooking
up and injecting she fell back with her legs pinned
underneath her, the blood supply to her legs were
constricted and she lost both her legs.
Ÿ One man was cooking up on the cooker gauged
out while the ring on the electric oven was left on,
left severe scaring on his face.

Ÿ

Loss of an eye when failing forward on the pin.

DVT
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A new survey published in
the July issue of the
Psychiatric Bulletin has
found that there is an
apparent lack of basic
knowledge about the risks
of deep vein thrombosis
(DVT) among drug
misusers.
DVT is a complication particularly associated with groin injecting in intravenous drug misuse.
The large size of the groin vein makes it easy to locate, and it may be the last vein left when all
others are impossible to use.
In this study, all patients attending the local supervised drug consumption clinics in
Gloucestershire were surveyed over a month. They were all opiate users currently taking
methadone replacement therapy or buprenorphine, and attended daily.
Patients verbally answered a questionnaire, which asked them to list the risks of injecting drugs,
particularly into the groin. They were also asked to list the symptoms and consequences of DVT,
and whether they, or anyone they knew, had ever had a thrombosis.
46 of the 69 patients approached agreed to take part. 80% were male and the average age was
31. Only 20% had never injected drugs, whereas 43% of those injecting had done so into the
groin.
22% had experienced a venous thrombosis themselves, and 76% knew of someone who had.
Only 65% knew what a clot or thrombosis was.
Pain and swelling were the most commonly reported symptoms, but few drug misusers knew of
other symptoms. The best informed were those who had experienced thrombosis themselves
recently.
59% reported that death could occur as a result of a thrombosis, and 50% thought that
amputation of a limb was likely.
Over half of the patients surveyed had taught themselves to inject drugs, including a groin
injecting technique. It is possible that this is one cause of poor injecting technique among drug
misusers, and would predispose them to the development of venous thrombosis.
The authors of the study comment that the results indicate an apparent lack of basic knowledge
about the risks of DVT among this sample of drug misusers. This is despite increased hospital
admissions for treatment of thromboses, and the provision of harm reduction leaflets to all drug
misusers in the Gloucestershire Partnership Trust service.
The knowledge of DVT among users not in contact with services is likely to be much lower than
that reported in this study, and their risks consequently higher. There is a need for some new
initiatives to address health education in this area for everyone who is misusing drugs.
Reference
Karen Williams and Emma Abbey, Knowledge of deep vein thrombosis among intravenous drug
users (2006) Psychiatric Bulletin 30, 263 -265
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Know what you want to achieve?
What are you aiming for?
1. Workout your aims or mission
Why am I doing this?
What do I want to achieve?
What will that do for me?
What will happen if I don’t do this?
How will that make me feel?
How much do I want this?
Do I have control over this outcome?
If I could have this today would I accept these changes?
Start date?
2. How will you know if you’re successful?
How long will it take?
How will I know if I’ve been successful?
What specific results will be needed in my action plan to achieve the aim?
What will I see if I am successful?
What will I hear from others if I am successful?
What will I feel if I am successful?
3. Make a plan
Where
Where will activities take place; inside or outside my home, at work, other?
What

What activities will help you achieve your aim?
What resources/skills will be required?
What could go wrong and what will I do about this?

Who

Who else will be involved apart from myself to achieve my aims?
Are other aware that I will need their involvement?

When

By when do I hope to achieve my aims?
Are the deadlines for accomplishment realistic?
Have I designed a plan to achieve my aims so I am able to check progress?
Am I ready and willing to adapt my plan if needed?

4. Evidence
How am I doing?
What changes if needed should I make?
hat didn’t work, and why?
What went well?
How could I do this better next time?

Remember out of sight, out of mind. Always be aware of your plan.
Keep it positive and be flexible in addressing change, if at first you don’t succeed, just keep trying, you
will get there eventually. If what your are doing isn’t working, change how you are doing it. Check you
plan as often as you can commit to.

1
3
1
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Methadrone
Methadrone the new kid on the block, more nasty than nice it may seem, although it becomes illegal on the 16th April and Police were busy on the 15th April taking the stock off
those who were selling it.
But we still could see this becoming a big problem for the future, as I am sure people have
stocked up by now.
It is now illegal to possess, give away or sell. Possession may get you up to five years
in jail. Supplying someone else, even your friends, can get you up to fourteen
years in jail and an unlimited fine.
After interviewing those using this drug, it was a surprise for me to find out how addictive
they found this, and the long term drug users stating they wished they never tried it in the
first place, they have experienced some really nasty hallucinations, I have noticed some
really dumb ass antics, (which may of been funny if it wasn’t so sad) talking to imaginary
friends, chasing something round in circles etc, they could win competitions in gurning with
the faces they make, also reports of being very dehydrated.
Maybe you think this is a safe drug, as it was legal up to a few days ago, but lets face facts,
there hasn’t been any research on the long term effects of it, was it really created to be
plant food………… the wake up call most of you can’t fail to ignore, one user ripped off
his own scrotum while suffering hallucinations in which he believed centipedes were
crawling over his body and biting him. NASTY
Let’s look at the side effects
Convulsions
Depression
Restlessness
Chattering teeth
Gurning
Sweaty palms
Heavy sweating
Nosebleeds
Psychosis
Respiratory problems
Coma or death
Future detrimental mental disorders
Drug Psychosis
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Cannabis is the most widely cultivated, trafficked and
abused illicit drug all over the world.
Half of all drug seizures worldwide are cannabis
About 140 million people, 2.5 per cent of the world
population, consume cannabis compared with 0.3 per
cent consuming cocaine and 0.2 per cent consuming
opiates. This past decade cannabis abuse has grown
more rapidly than cocaine and opiate abuse. Hemp
has been around some 5,000 or 6,000 years. The world's oldest surviving
example of paper, was made entirely from hemp fibres discovered in China and
was made in the first century B.C. There is considerable information regarding
the therapeutic usefulness of smoking cannabis. Multiple Sclerosis & some other
diseases confirm cannabis helps relieve symptoms & pain. The prevention of
weight loss in patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) and
treatment of chronic pain. Used with patients suffering from Anorexia, Arthritis
and also used to prevent sickness of cancer patients when given Chemo-therapy.
Since 1993, indoor cultivation of cannabis has become common in the UK.
This could be due to technology and improved plant food and the sharing of
material and information on growing via the Internet
Risks
10 per cent of persons who try cannabis progress to daily use, with a further 20
to 30 per cent using it on a weekly basis. Cannabis use during pregnancy may
result in shortened gestation and low-birth-weight. High doses make it difficult to
work, affects visual perception and short term memory. Due to high potencies
many have difficulty waking up in the morning, and feel cloudy next day.
Cannabis smoking makes it difficult to concentrate, and has been known to
Impair educational attainment. Some may experience hallucinations, and feel
strong anxiety. Excessive use may bring on psychological problems. Cannabis
is high in carcinogens and regular use may cause cancer and damage the lungs.
Cannabis is well known for producing anxiety or panic, and confusion. The main
acute adverse effects of cannabis are cognitive impairment, especially of
attention and memory, psychomotor impairment, and possible increased risk of
traffic accidents. The main physical and psychological health effects of chronic
heavy cannabis use over many years, are most commonly respiratory disease,
dependence and subtle cognitive impairment. Short term effects are increased
heart beat, a lack of Saliva: dry mouth, dry eyes. blood vessels expand (hence
the red eye). Sometimes a feeling of sickness, a craving for food.
Regular users can become psychologically dependent. Mixing cannabis with
other drugs, including alcohol, can have unpredictable effects. No one as ever
died as a direct result from smoking cannabis. But people have died from the
risky behaviour they have engaged in under the influence of cannabis.
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ave you noticed how you talk to yourself?
Is it negative or positive?
Does it matter?
Yes is the answer as it can be very
destructive?
If your self-talk is negative, you may be suffering
from limiting beliefs.

Examples of negative self talk.
I always get it wrong
It’s always happens to me
Knowing my luck it will be too late
I never win anything
I’ve got a memory like a sieve
I tired all the time
I can’t manage it
I can’t do that
I never feel relaxed
I always muck things up
No one likes me
Things will never improve
It’s pointless no one is helping
Nobody cares
Why bother I am so alone
Life sucks and there is nothing I can do about it
I hate myself
I don’t deserve that.

Start your day with
positive intentions
1. Start the positive self-talk with “I” statements.
2. Ask yourself how you rather feel, maybe you
want to feel, relaxed, confident and content.
3. Repeat each one, ten times.
“I am feeling confident”
“I am feeling content”
“I am feeling relaxed”
4. Basically if you replace the last word with
whatever positive emotion you wish, and
follow the instructions, you can feel like it.

You are what
you think
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Disappointment and loss are a part of every life.
Many times we can put them behind us and get on with the rest of our lives.
But not everything is amenable to this approach. Some things are too big or too deep to
do this, and we will have to leave important parts of ourselves behind if we treat them in
this way.
These are the places where wisdom begins to grow in us. It begins with suffering that we
do not avoid or rationalize or put behind us. It starts with the realization that our loss,
whatever it is, has become a part of us and has altered our lives so profoundly that we
cannot go back to the way it was before.
The thing about the many strategies we use to shelter ourselves from feeling loss is
that none of them leads to healing .denial, rationalization, substitution, avoidance, and the
like may numb the pain of loss, every one of them hurts us in some far more fundamental
ways. None is respectful toward life or toward process. None acknowledges our
capacity for finding meaning or wisdom.
Source: Rachel Naomi Remen, MD. "My Grandfather’s Blessings"

Accept that some days you’re the statue and some days you’re the pigeon”

Scott Adams, The Dilbert Principle
"Life is all about ass. You're either covering it, laughing it off,
kicking it, kissing it, busting it or trying to get a piece of it."
“A procrastinator's work is never done”

“Depression is merely anger without enthusiasm.”
“Even crime wouldn't pay if the government ran it”
“Diplomacy: Thinking twice before saying nothing.”
“Remember, happiness does not depend on who you are, or what you have, it
depends solely on what you think.”
“It is what we think we already know that often prevents us from learning.”
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What s on
your note?
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Almost all euro bank notes have traces of
cocaine, according to a study by German
scientists. Prof Fritz Sögel and a team from
the Institute for Biomedical and
Pharmaceutical Research in Nuremberg
studied 700 euro notes from across the
euro zone between January 2002 — the
month the notes were launched — until
August 2002. Three per cent were found to be contaminated with an average of
0.4 microgrammes of cocaine particles, just days after the euro’s launch, and this
figure soared to 90 per cent in just seven months.
The most highly contaminated notes, in the first study of its kind on euro notes,
originated from Spain. Rolled up banknotes are often used to sniff cocaine, not all
cocaine found on the notes were down to snorting some was due to “cross
contamination” between bank notes, as well as in money counting machines used
by banks. Because the notes are made from pure cotton, cocaine crystals stick
easily to them and quickly get passed on to other notes, according to experts
In the United States, which has the most highly contaminated bank notes of any
country in the world, dollar bills containing more than 1,300 microgrammes of
cocaine have been registered, although the average values were between 2.86
and 28.75 microgrammes, varying according to the year and city.
The sharing of cocaine snorting equipment is a high-risk activity. As many as
10% of patients diagnosed with Hep C attribute their infection to this route.
The virus can be transmitted in nasal mucous as well as blood.

HISTORY

The oldest profession or not?
Most professions belong to an industry.
The advancement of technology has
created new methods to sale sex , the
sex industry uses every media available
via the telephone the web, etc, etc.
Basically its a multi billion business world wide. Even in the glory days of the
Roman Empire the sex industry found interesting ways to advertise, the ladies of
the night, had specially designed sandals with “this way” craved into the bottoms,
leaving a clear trail to the brothel which worked rather well
Remember the best thing
on the windy sandy streets of Rome.

The first-known contraceptive was crocodile dung, used by
Egyptians in 2000 BC

about the past is that it’s in
the past.
The present is a gift and the
future is yours to create
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